RAGAM 2020
Surpassing the 30 year milestone and still moving forward, Ragam is just around the corner with a variety of events. Part of the rich history of the college when it was a Regional Engineering College, and now as a National Institute of Technology, Ragam is hailed as one of the largest cultural fests in South India. Born out as a music event in the memory of late Rajan, Ragam has grown into a cultural extravaganza. Proven to be an emotion rather than just a fest through the ages, we hope to live up to the legacy that our alumni have left us with.
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The first Ragam was organised at REC Calicut in 1977. The All Kerala Rajan Memorial Singing competition was started in 1987. Farhan Akhtar performed for the first time in South India in 2014. For the first time an International artist Eluveitie performed at Ragam in 2015. International artist Aron Chupa performed at Ragam in 2018. Amit Trivedi performed at Ragam in 2019.
While the days of Ragam are described to be lively and colourful, the nights consistently turn out to be much more vibrant and dynamic. The crowd erupts and the cement resonates with the chants of thousands, as bearers of great names take the stage and channel the energy out of the roof. The likes of Vishal Dadlani, Shekhar Ravjiani, Sunidhi Chauhan, Farhan Akhtar and Amit Trivedi have come and made their mark at our Pro-Nites. This year, Rogam looks on to gift something even more ballistic.
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The Local Train
An artist is only complete with ample innovation, inspiration and an encouraging audience. Artistry takes courage, and those on top are the ones to have beat all odds. Prodezza is a platform where the finest artists in India come together. Having hosted names like Kenny Sebastian, Sabareesh Prabhaker, Sahil Shah and Alison Gabrielle, Ragam has set stage once again to gather some of the elite in the business.
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Competitions make for an unforgettable experience for the participants at Ragam. From music to literature, dance to drama, poetry to painting, there is a platform for every artist to boast of their talents, thus making competitions the biggest attraction of Ragam.
Get ready, get floored as the top-tier dance teams from across the country set the stage ablaze with passion - a mad rave of groovy beats and dynamic line-ups... unhinge as the temperature, scales up in the arena this Rogom for Choreo Nite. Bear witness as the overwhelming crowd of over 5000 people hail the ultimate dance showdown of South India.
Fashion is instant language. At Couture Boulevard, witness the trendsetters of the next generation embracing their fiesty and colourful attires as they tantalize the audience with their elegance. Watch the best designers fire up the ramp with their theme-based outfits, redefining fashion.
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Sneharagam is the social initiative of Ragam, which celebrates the purest form of joy - the joy of giving. Students from special schools across the state are provided with a platform to exhibit their talents amidst a dynamic and vibrant audience.
Partake in the grand spectacle of Ragam, a coalescence of art, literature and freedom of expression. I-Ink, a scaffold for India’s most prolific minds and renowned writers, spanning over the entire semester featuring illustrious panelists, conducting workshops, honoring intellectuals from all over Kerala; I-Ink brings to you a creative platform with numerous events for the young craving minds across south India.

A good story needs to be told and nothing captures the essence of storytelling better than Take One. Presided by notable personalities from the film industry, Take One is the perfect platform for budding film enthusiasts. So roll that camera, shoot your film and engage us at the biggest cultural fest of south India, Ragam.
workshops

Here at Ragam, we have some of the most interesting and interactive workshops conducted by noted professionals from all over the country. Every year we host a massive crowd of zealous minds that turn up to partake in a wide array of workshops spanning diverse fields.

informals

Revel in perfect fusion of music, dance, eccentric games and much more with Informals. An essential part of Ragam which gives the fest its mirth and charm. This Ragam delve deep into euphoria amidst the elated crowd at Informals.
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